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Buenos Aires, March 9, 2018 - S.A. San Miguel A.G.I.C.I. y F., a leading company in citrus production, exports 
and processing in the Southern Hemisphere, announced its results for the quarter ended December 31, 2017. 
The financial and operating information contained in this communication is based on the consolidated 
financial statements presented in Argentine pesos and prepared according to the International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS). 
 
 

The Company___________________________________________________________ 

 

S.A. SAN MIGUEL A.G.I.C.I. y F. is a global Argentine agribusiness company, with a customer-oriented business 

model. It is the largest fresh citrus producer and exporter in the Southern Hemisphere and, at the same time, 

a world leader in the processing of value-added products derived from citrus, representing 15% of global 

lemon processing. With 63 years of experience and through its significant position in the lemon market, it has 

managed to develop a highly efficient logistic platform and achieved a very important market penetration. 

The leading supermarkets and multinational consumer goods companies demand fresh fruit or their processed 

by-products not only from lemons, but also from sweet citrus fruits (orange, mandarin and grapefruit). San 

Miguel is recognized by its 200 customers in more than 50 countries as a reliable citrus supplier that handles 

high quality standards, but, above all, as a long-term partner, with whom they share values and working 

methods that respect people and the environment. It has an integrated business model that contemplates the 

market outlook and includes all the stages in the value chain process.  

VISION 
To be the leading company of fresh citrus fruit in the Southern Hemisphere and of processed fruit and 
vegetable products with added value. 
 
STRATEGY 
San Miguel has a long history in the lemon market. This allowed it to develop know-how and build business 
relationships with global customers, which it leverages to expand its business to sweet citrus and, eventually, 
to other fruits and vegetables1.  
The Company has an integrated business model with operations strategically located in the major citrus 
producing and exporting countries in the Southern Hemisphere. This provides the company with a strong 
leadership position in the fresh citrus market in the counter-season and in the by-products markets all year 
round.  
Production in multiple points of origin allows the company to mitigate the main risks associated to citrus 
activity, related to weather, phytosanitary and macroeconomic factors, reducing variability in fruit supply and 
ensuring a constant supply, which is a differential and strategic value for its large international customers.  
 
BUSINESS SEGMENTS 
San Miguel has two complementary business units. On the one hand, it is engaged in the production and sale 

of fresh fruit mainly for big supermarket chains in the Northern Hemisphere. On the other hand, it produces 

processed food by crushing citrus fruit. This food is mainly sold to leading companies engaged in the beverage, 

pharmaceutical, fragrance and food industries, under mid- and long-term agreements. 

 

 

                                                           
1  Through the acquisition of Agrícola Hoja Redonda in Peru in August 2017, San Miguel added avocado and table grapes 
to its product portfolio in the Fresh Fruit category.  
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   MULTIPLE POINTS OF ORIGIN 
    San Miguel is the largest fruit and vegetable company in the 

region. It has production in different points of origin 

(multiorigin), with company-owned farms, industrial 

operations and strategic partner producers in Argentina, 

Uruguay, South Africa and Peru. It is positioned as the leading 

Argentine lemon exporter, the leading mandarin exporter 

from Peru and one of the largest citrus exporters from 

Uruguay and South Africa; the Company exports an average of 

130 thousand tons of fresh fruit a year, with a balanced supply 

of lemon and sweet citrus (mandarins, oranges and 

grapefruits). Furthermore, in the fourth quarter of 2017 San 

Miguel produced and exported table grapes from Peru.  
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Executive Summary for the Period__________________________________________ 

 
The most important news for the fourth quarter was the successful completion of the table grape season in 
Peru, which became a milestone both due to the incorporation of a new fruit into the portfolio but also as the 
first variety fully harvested, packed and marketed by San Miguel. Such crop season had yields that exceeded 
production expectations, building optimism for the forthcoming years, due to the potential represented by 
these plantations that are yet very young. The target markets for grapes were mainly the United States and, 
to a lesser extent, China and Europe. 

 

Additionally, during the fourth quarter the Company announced a comprehensive adjustment process of its 
packing operation in Tucumán. This initiative entails investments used to consolidate part of its operations, in 
order to accommodate the requirements of the US market. It projects a more efficient packing process that 
will result in a better use of the fruit and lower costs. 

 

In 2017, as we have previously informed, the following events had a negative impact on the Company's results: 

 

a) Lower production levels - as compared to 2016 - in Argentina (21%), Uruguay (11%) and South Africa 
(9%) resulted in lower fixed cost absorption, increasing production costs per ton. 

 

b) The extraordinary production in the Northern Hemisphere, particularly of late lemon in Spain, caused 
an excess supply during part of the commercialization window of the Southern Hemisphere, resulting 
in lower prices for fresh lemon. 
 

c) Operations impacted as a consequence of the level of service provided by A.P Moller-Maersk Group, 

resulting from the cyberattack and subsequent breakdown of their systems.  

 

d) Higher production, logistic and administrative costs, in contexts of net appreciations of the exchange 

rate in the three countries where we operated (excluding Peru). 

Additionally, 2017 reports higher depreciation levels included in the cost of goods sold (resulting from the 
adoption in 2016 of the amendments to IAS 16 “Property, Plant and Equipment” and IAS 41 “Agriculture”), 
estimated in 78 million pesos. 

 

The above-mentioned issues, combined with a higher proportion of sales of fruit from strategic producers 
(49% in 2017 vs. 32% in 2016), have decreased the gross and operating margins. These effects are offset by 
the extraordinary gain on the acquisition of Agrícola Hoja Redonda, and the adjustment to the amount of 
deferred liabilities (mostly by the reduction in the future income tax rate in Argentina), having a positive net 
income of 169 million pesos for the year 2017. 

 

From the financial point of view, the net debt balances at year-end rose, due to: the devaluation of the 
Argentine Peso against the Dollar and Euro (the currencies in which most of the financial debt is denominated), 
the financing of part of the acquisition of Agrícola Hoja Redonda, the reduced operating cash flow generation, 
the increased necessity of working capital and the completion of relevant capital expenditure. 
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Notes: Income balances correspond to the 12-month period ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015, respectively, as 
well as Capex investment and the amounts of depreciations. The results of AHR are for the period beginning August 15 
and ending December 31. The amounts for Working Capital, Fixed Assets, Net Debt and Shareholders' Equity as well as 
the ratios included arise from the balances as of December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016 and 2015, respectively. 

 

 

  

Key financial indicators

AR$ in millions 12.31.2017 12.31.2016 12.31.2015

Change

vs. 2016 %

Change 

vs. 2015 %

Sales 3.863             4.024             2.316             -161               -4,0% 1.546             66,8%

Operating income -100               704                 240                 -804               -114,2% -340               -141,7%

Net income 169                 231                 -65                 -61                 -26,6% 234                 -360,0%-                 -                 

EBITDA 214                 805                 435                 -591               -73,5% -221               -50,8%

EBITDA Margin 5,5% 20,0% 18,8%

Working capital 1.167             623                 530                 544                 87,4% 637                 120,1%

Fixed assets 4.072             1.878             1.617             2.194             116,9% 2.454             151,7%

Net debt 2.759             1.112             1.074             1.648             148,2% 1.685             156,9%

Shareholders' Equity 2.433             1.369             1.053             1.063             77,7% 1.379             131,0%

CAPEX 391                 469                 267                 -78                 -16,6% 124                 46,4%
-                 

Depreciation and amortizations 167                 128                 94                   39                   30,6% 73                   77,6%

Liquidity 0,88               1,65               1,12               (Curr. Assets/ Curr. Liabilities)

Equity to liabilities Ratio 0,52               0,50               0,42               (Equity / Total Liabilities)

Fixed / Total assets 0,61               0,55               0,54               (Non-Curr. Assets / Total Assets)
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Comments on Consolidated Income ______________________________ 

Income Statement  

 

Net Sales 

Net sales consist of total sales, net of refunds and export duties.  Over 2017, they decreased by 4% compared 

to the previous year. 

Processed food sales remained virtually on the same level as in 2016, due to a combination of higher prices in 

pesos (27% higher in oils, 25% higher in juices and 2% higher in dehydrated peel) and lower exported volumes 

(9% lower in oils, 20% lower in juices and 19% lower in dehydrated peel). 

Fresh fruit sales dropped by 8% versus 2016. The prices of lemons exported decreased by 26% (due to the 

market context and the damages caused by Maersk's breaches), while the prices of sweet citrus fruit increased 

by 27%. Lemon exported volumes decreased by 11% and the volumes of sweet citrus fruit remained on the 

same levels as in 2016. 

Cost of Goods Sold 

COGS represented 81% of sales in 2017, against 64% in 2016. Operating costs (harvesting, packing processing, 

industrial processing), both fixed and variable, increased in Argentine pesos as compared to 2016. 

Income statement

AR$ in millions 2017 2016 2015

Change 

vs. 2016 %

Change 

vs. 2015 %

Net sales 3.863    4.024    2.316    -161          -4,0% 1.546        66,8%

COGS -3.142   -2.593   -1.672   -549          21,2% -1.470      87,9%

Gross income 721        1.431    645        -710          -49,6% 76              11,8%

Gross margin 18,7% 35,6% 27,8%

Commercial expenses -445      -439      -250      -6               1,5% -195          78,2%

Administrative expenses -390      -288      -154      -102          35,5% -236          152,8%

Operating income -100      704        240        -804          -114,2% -340          -141,7%

Operating margin -2,6% 17,5% 10,4%

Net financial results -518      -364      -446      -153          42,1% -72            16,2%

Other income and expenses 125        51          108        74              144,8% 18              16,6%

Profit from investments in associates 438        6             18          433            7489,4% 420            2302,5%

Net income (loss) before income tax -54         397        -79         -451          113,6% 25              -32,1%

Income tax 223        -166      14          389            -234,2% 209            1469,5%

Net income (loss) for the year 169        231        -65         -61            26,6% 234            -360,0%

Translation difference from valuation of 

investments in associates
288        133        110        154            116,0% 178            162,3%

Total Comprehensive Income 457        364        45          93              25,6% 412            925,4%

EBITDA

Operating income -100      704        240        

Property, plant and equip. depreciations 167        128        94          

Agricultural depreciations (current year) -111      -91         -13         

Agricultural depreciations (last year) 91          13          6             

Other income and expenses 166        51          108        

EBITDA 214        805        435        

EBITDA margin 5,5% 20,0% 18,8%
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In Argentina, the country's cumulative inflation was 25% over the last twelve months. Within labor costs, the 

major contributor to this rise was the salary adjustment negotiated with the Rural Workers' and Dockers' 

Union (Sindicato de Trabajadores Rurales y Estibadores, UATRE) at the beginning of the crop season. 

In South Africa, over the last twelve months we saw an average appreciation of the Rand (the currency in 

which a large part of its costs is denominated) against the Dollar of approximately 10% and an appreciation 

against the Argentine Peso of 23%, while average cumulative inflation over the same period was around 5%. 

That is, there was a rise in Argentine Pesos of the costs denominated in Rands of approximately 28%.  

Meanwhile, in Uruguay there was an average appreciation of the Uruguayan Peso (the currency in which a 

large part of its costs is denominated) against the Dollar over the last 12 months of approximately 6% and of 

18% against the Argentine Peso, while inflation for the same period was 4%. That is, there was a rise in 

Argentine Pesos of the costs denominated in Uruguayan Pesos of approximately 22%. 

On the other hand, the cost per ton of fruit produced ‒cost incurred during 2016, capitalized as a current 

biological asset as of December‒ has risen due to two factors: (i) Such costs include higher depreciations by 

approximately 78 million pesos, as a result of adopting the amendments to IAS 16 “Property, Plant and 

Equipment” and IAS 41 “Agriculture” in 2016. (ii) The reduced production of fruit by the company in 

Argentina implies a higher unit production cost per ton, when distributing the same face amount of 

agriculture cost (current biological asset) on a smaller production in tons. 

Finally, and as a result of a widespread context of reduced fruit production in Tucumán, the average unit 

cost per ton purchased to strategic producers was higher than in 2016. 

Overhead and Selling Expenses 

Both selling expenses and administrative expenses were impacted by real inflation in all the countries of 

operation. Selling expenses grew 1.4% against 2016, taking into account that lower volumes were exported. 

Additionally, administrative expenses rose due to the salary adjustments, the expenses incurred for the 

acquisition of Agrícola Hoja Redonda and the current administrative expenses of the Peruvian operation. 

Overall, administrative expenses rose by 35.5% year-on-year.  It is important to note that the incorporation of 

the operation in Peru creates important synergies in the administration and commercialization structures, 

which will be reflected as of 2018. 

Profit from Investments in Associates 
San Miguel acquired, though its subsidiary San Miguel Uruguay, the total votes and shares of Agrícola Hoja 

Redonda, a company based in Peru. This acquisition resulted in extraordinary income for San Miguel Uruguay 

based on the difference between the Company Value paid by San Miguel Uruguay and the Book Value at the 

end of the last financial year of Agrícola Hoja Redonda prior to consolidation.  

Translation from Valuation of Investments in Associates 

The translation of the income and financial position of the subsidiaries in Uruguay and South Africa having a 

functional currency different from the reporting currency of the Company creates the exchange difference 

that is recognized in Comprehensive Income as “Translation difference from valuation of investments in 

associates.”  

The effect of the net gain observed during the year 2017 comprises the gain from the devaluation of the 

Argentine Peso against the Dollar (functional currency of the business in Uruguay), and the gain from the 

devaluation of the Argentine Peso against the South African Rand (functional currency of the business in South 

Africa).  
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Evolution of Net Financial Debt 

San Miguel's net debt increased by 1.647 billion Pesos in 2017, ending the year in 2.759 billion Pesos.  The 
main factors that caused this debt increase were: 

- The completion of relevant investments, such as the acquisition of Agrícola Hoja Redonda, which implied 
taking financial liabilities for 343 million pesos, and other strategic projects that required capital expenditures 
for 292 million pesos.  

-Higher working capital levels for 472 million pesos, mostly from higher levels of inventory and current credits. 

-The devaluation of the Argentine Peso vs. the Dollar and Euro (the currencies in which most of the financial 
debt is denominated) caused an increase of approximately 372 million Pesos in the financial debt.   

-Reduced operating income generation, and higher financial costs. 

 

Revenue and Gross Income by Business Line  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Sales and gross income

AR$ in million PF (*) FF Total PF (*) FF Total PF (*) FF

ARGENTINA

Net Sales 1.686           865               2.551           1.529           1.334           2.863           10,3% -35,2%

COGS -1.174          -888             -2.062          -1.022          -654             -1.676          14,9% 35,8%

Gross Income 512               -23                489               507               680               1.187           1,0% -103,4%

Gross Margin 30,4% -2,7% 19,2% 33,2% 51,0% 41,5%

URUGUAY

Net Sales 36                 296               332               87                 262               349               -58,6% 13,1%

COGS -39                -272             -311             -64                -233             -297             -39,2% 16,4%

Gross Income -3                  24                 22                 23                 28                 51                 -112,6% -14,1%

Gross Margin -8,1% 8,2% 6,5% 26,4% 10,8% 14,7%

SOUTH AFRICA

Net Sales 108               774               882               69                 743               812               56,5% 4,2%

COGS -91                -648             -739             -65                -554             -619             40,0% 17,0%

Gross Income 17                 126               143               4                    189               193               325,0% -33,3%

Gross Margin 15,7% 16,3% 16,2% 5,8% 25,4% 23,8%

PERU

Net Sales -                224               224               -                -                -                0,0% 100,0%

COGS -                -157             -157             -                -                -                0,0% 100,0%

Gross Income -                67                 67                 -                -                -                100,0% 100,0%

Gross Margin 0,0% 29,9% 29,9% 0,0% 0 0,0%

Intercompany Sales -126             -                -126             -                -                -                100,0% 0,0%

COGS 126               -                126               -                -                -                100,0% 0,0%

Net Sales 1.704           2.159           3.863           1.685           2.339           4.024           1,1% -7,7%

Gross Income 526               194               721               534               897               1.431           -1,5% -78,3%

Gross Margin 30,9% 9,0% 18,7% 31,7% 38,4% 35,6%

(*) San Miguel's financial statements do not consolidate its investment in Venco and Novacore Joint Ventures that the company has in South Africa 

and Uruguay, respectively. Sales of Processed Food business made by Uruguay and South Africa correspond to specific businesses related to the 

purchase and sale of oil, juice and peel.

2017 2016 Var. %
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Global Sourcing Strategy 2017  

The global sourcing strategy has allowed higher sales volumes as a result of the development of strategic 

partner producers of new points of origin. Compared to the previous year, all fruit volumes from strategic 

producers —in all points of origin where the company operates— increased, which allowed reaching markets 

with earlier fruit. It is worth mentioning that fruit sales operations from partner producers have lower margins 

than the sales of fruit from our own production, but higher returns on invested capital. 

Specifically, over this crop season, we saw the consolidation of the supply of fruit in the modality known as 

“outflows” from Peru, Chile and Bolivia, intended for lemon export from Bolivia, and mandarin export from 

Peru and Chile. Furthermore, the supply of oranges from Egypt through our subsidiary in South Africa also 

consolidated, as well as lemon supply from northern South Africa producers.  

As to the volumes of fruit produced by the company, in Argentina there was a scenario of a decreased amount 

of lemons as compared to 2016. In South Africa, there was a fall in production due to weather conditions, 

mainly heat and drought, which had a positive impact on sweet citrus prices. Production levels in Uruguay 

were in line with those of the previous period.  

In the last quarter of 2017, there was a higher activity in the supply of fruit to the domestic market, mainly in 

Argentina and South Africa, as compared to the same period of the previous year. Additionally, for the 

beginning of 2018 crop season, we expect a higher activity of the supply business in Peru, leveraging our recent 

acquisition of Agrícola Hoja Redonda.  

Processed Food Business 

The shortage of fruit for processing in the market against the same period of the previous year, mainly in 

Argentina, represented for San Miguel an estimated fall of 11% in the processing activity accrued at the end 

of 2017 versus the previous year.  

The shortage of fruit had an impact on the processing margins over the fourth quarter of 2017, due to a lower 

absorption of fixed costs and also to higher costs of raw materials from partner producers. This effect was 

slightly offset by the higher prices of by-products over such period.  

The volumes processed in the industrial joint-ventures of Uruguay and South Africa continue increasing year 

after year, with San Miguel marketing all the processed products produced in these operations. 

Fresh Fruit Business 

The 2017 crop season was marked by a reduced production of lemon both in Tucumán and South Africa. 

Traditionally —as shown during the 2014 crop season— facing the inelastic demand of fresh lemon in the 

Northern Hemisphere, downward changes in the levels of lemon production in Tucumán have directly 

translated into price rises. However, facing the extraordinary production in the Northern Hemisphere in 2017 

—particularly of late lemons in Spain— which caused an excess supply during part of the commercialization 

window of the Southern Hemisphere, it was not possible to translate the effect of lower production in 

Tucumán into higher prices of fresh lemon from the Southern Hemisphere. This combination of reduced 

production (which resulted in higher costs of company-produced fruit per ton) with lower prices, together 

with the extraordinary contingencies arising from Maersk's failure to perform the services agreed, resulted in 

a contraction in the operating margins of the business.  

As regards mandarins and oranges, the average prices remained as expected in all our points of origin. From 

the production point of view, expectations were also met, except for specific weather issues in South Africa, 

which caused the yields of Navel and Valencia orange varieties to fall. 
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The highlight in the fourth quarter of 2017 was the beginning of the first table grape season in Peru. San Miguel 

has 275 hectares in the region of Chepén used for seedless grape varieties, all of them patented and highly 

demanded in the market. In December 2017, harvest started in the first lots (those that had plantations of 

approximately 1 year of age), where the results exceeded the expectations both in productivity per hectare 

(which has an impact on total fruit volume), and in its quality and export yield. Most of production was 

exported to the US market, a country that has an attractive commercialization window for grapes from 

northern Peru from the last weeks of the calendar year to the first ones of the following year. Exports were 

also made to a lesser extent to China and Europe. During the first half of 2018, around 40 additional hectares 

of grapes will we planted, to complete a total of 315 hectares of those varieties.  

Outlook for 2018 

The 2018 crop year looks promising in several fronts.  

In the production front, the first surveys anticipate an average growth of approximately 25% in the lemon 

volumes expected for the whole sector in Tucumán. San Miguel estimates it will far exceed that average 

growth of the sector. In South Africa, we also anticipate a recovery in the lemon volumes, while in oranges 

and mandarins we expect yields to be in line with the historical averages. In Uruguay we anticipate that yields 

will remain in line with their historical average both for lemons and mandarins. Finally, the 2018 crop year will 

be the first complete crop year for mandarins and avocados in Peru, where we anticipate yields above those 

historically recorded for those varieties, resulting from improvements in agricultural management and 

changes in irrigation strategies. It is worth mentioning that both in South Africa and Uruguay and Peru, the 

Company has a significant proportion of young plantations, and thus, material increases in volumes are 

expected as the new plantations keep evolving to their productive maturity.  

In the supply front, we estimate to slightly increase the volumes purchased from strategic producers, which 

supplement the volumes produced in our own fields. 

In commercial terms, for the fresh fruit business, we anticipate a significant recovery in fresh lemon prices, as 

a result of a longer and more favorable commercialization window in the European Union. Contrary to 2017, 

we do not expect Spanish producers to extend their production and overlap their late varieties with the first 

shipments from the Southern Hemisphere. Additionally, the US market will become more relevant among the 

target markets of our exports, mainly due to the incorporation of the operation in Peru (a large part of its 

exports will be sent to that country) and the reopening of that market to Argentine citrus.  The increase in the 

volume exported to the United States, estimated in 500% for 2018, makes the Company consider opening a 

business office in that country. We expect to communicate our news on this soon. Finally, in 2018, the 

Company will market its Peruvian avocado for the first time. 

As regards the processed food business, we anticipate that the higher volume in our own production and the 

greater availability of fruit from strategic partner producers in Tucumán will favorably impact the margins of 

juice, oil and peel, since the cost of the raw material (both of company's production and third parties') will be 

lower compared to 2017, and the higher crushing volume will allow higher efficiencies, and a lower cost per 

ton crushed.  

Regarding the information provided to the market last October 24, 2017, referring to A.P. Moller–Maersk 

Group's failure to meet its obligations to the Company, San Miguel affirms its commitment to keep taking in 

2018 the measures required to get the repair of the damages suffered. 

Financially, the company estimates it will reduce the debt level at the end of 2017, due to the improvement 

in the generation of operating income, the normalization of its working capital levels and the potential sale of 

non-productive assets.    
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In terms of the macroeconomic contexts in the countries where the company operates, expectations are as 

follows:  In Argentina, private estimates anticipate that inflation for 2018 will be approximately 20% and the 

average devaluation of the Argentine Peso against the US Dollar will be around 30%, which would result in a 

real depreciation of the currency, or in other words, a reduction in Dollars our costs in pesos, labor costs being 

the most relevant. In South Africa, 2018 began with a strong appreciation of the Rand against the US Dollar, 

following the resignation of President Zuma and the optimism caused by Ramaphosa's arrival as new 

president. An estimated 8% average appreciation of the Rand and an inflation rate of about 7% are expected, 

which does make our operating costs in local currency higher. In Peru and Uruguay, we expect a situation of 

relative exchange rate stability, and inflation levels around 2% in Peru and 7% in Uruguay. 

 

To sum up, the company's expectations for 2018 are as follows: 

-Increase in the production volumes of company-produced fruit (total in the 4 points of origin).  

-Increase in the supply volumes of fruit from strategic producers.  

-Increase in sales (measured in USD) in all our points of origin. 

-Significant recovery in gross margins. 

-Net investments will remain in line with the goals defined in the strategic plan. 

-Debt level will significantly reduce. 
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Comments on Consolidated Financial Position _______________________ 
 

 

  

Balance sheet

AR$ in millions 2017 2016 2016

Change 

vs. 2016 %

Change

vs. 2015 %

ASSETS

NON CURRENT ASSETS

Property, plant & equipment 4.191           2.153           1.827           2.038           94,6% 2.364           129,4%

Investment in associates 32                 17                 8                    16                 93,5% 25                 322,7%

Other non-current assets 66                 80                 80                 -13                -16,6% -13                -16,6%

Total Non-current Assets 4.289           2.249           1.914           2.040           90,7% 2.375           124,1%

CURRENT ASSETS

Inventories 532               408               335               125               30,6% 197               58,8%

Biological assets 763               421               245               342               81,1% 518               211,5%

Other receivables 759               333               330               426               128,2% 429               129,8%

Trade receivables 430               151               281               278               184,4% 148               52,6%

Other financial assets 83                 296               378               -213             -72,0% -295             -78,1%

Cash and cash equivalents 221               234               87                 -12                -5,2% 134               154,0%

Total Current Assets 2.788           1.842           1.658           946               51,4% 1.131           68,2%

TOTAL ASSETS 7.078           4.092           3.572           2.986           73,0% 3.506           98,2%

Shareholders' equity 2.433           1.369           1.053           1.063           77,7% 1.379           131,0%

LIABILITIES

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

Loans 1.215           1.216           724               -1                  -0,1% 492               67,9%

Deferred income tax liabilities 218               372               297               -154             -41,5% -79                -26,7%

Other non-current liabilities 46                 19                 20                 27                 139,8% 26                 131,6%

Total Non-current Liabilities 1.479           1.607           1.041           -128             -8,0% 439               42,2%

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accounts payable 940               544               520               396               72,9% 420               80,7%

Loans 1.848           425               816               1.424           335,2% 1.032           126,5%

Other current liabilities 378               147               142               231               157,5% 236               165,9%

Total Current Liabilities 3.166           1.115           1.478           2.051           183,9% 1.688           114,2%

TOTAL LIABILITIES 4.645           2.722           2.519           1.923           70,6% 2.127           84,4%

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 7.078           4.092           3.572           2.986           73,0% 3.506           98,2%
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Annex I – Information on Volumes _________________________________ 

  

Tons of fruit 1Q 16 2Q 16 3Q 16 4Q 16 Total 2016 1Q 17 2Q 17 3Q 17 4Q 17 Total 2017

Own production

Argentina 6.160             77.040           90.060           6.426             179.686        7.864             76.950           57.534           -                 142.348        

Uruguay 1.190             13.068           17.386           2.119             33.763           470                 10.726           13.325           5.479             30.000           

South Africa -                 14.804           17.443           2.894             35.141           -                 6.116             25.631           282                 32.029           

TOTAL 7.350         104.912      124.889      11.439        248.590      8.334         93.792        96.490        5.761         204.377      

Strategic Producers

Argentina 5.500             54.904           67.756           864                 129.024        3.022             71.714           51.488           2.069             128.293        

Uruguay -                 1.739             1.504             -                 3.243             174                 2.587             65                   3.187             6.013             

South Africa 372                 11.977           16.631           744                 29.724           897                 16.636           17.918           752                 36.203           

TOTAL 5.872         68.620        85.891        1.608         161.991      4.093         90.937        69.471        6.008         170.509      

Own processing volume

Argentina 7.810             92.868           110.029        2.836             213.543        6.311             106.067        77.938           2.244             192.560        

Processing volume in JV's

Uruguay 36.000           34.000           

South Africa 57.000           68.000           

TOTAL 93.000        102.000      

Fresh fruit exports

Argentina 257                 27.409           37.602           756                 66.024           664                 26.655           24.052           -                 51.371           

Uruguay 71                   4.884             7.938             1.197             14.090           174                 4.455             8.703             788                 14.120           

South Africa 372                 19.370           32.721           2.581             55.044           897                 22.752           32.504           1.895             58.048           

TOTAL 700            51.663        78.261        4.534         135.158      1.735         53.862        65.259        2.683         123.539      

Industrial products exports in tons of Ind. Prod.)

Oil 46                   46                   493                 559                 1.144             60                   78                   532                 372                 1.042             

Juice 1.658             2.014             6.682             6.264             16.618           1.277             2.123             4.584             5.272             13.256           

Peel -                 1.214             4.604             6.304             12.122           -                 319                 3.560             5.886             9.765             
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Summary of Results – Period Accumulated through December 2017  
  

 
 

Annex II – Evolution of Exchange Rate and Inflation _______________________ 
(4th quarter - 12 months, rolling) 
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